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IT WAS A DARK AND STORMY NIGHT...
(Johnny’s story)

It was a dark and stormy night. Johnny was combing his
enormous moustache before dinner with his mum, when,
suddenly he heard a strong noise out of the house, and when he
heard a strong noise he started running to where his mother was
because he was very scared. Johnny and his mother saw that
their dog was in the street and it was transforming into a wolf. His
brother-in-law, who was at home because he had gone to polish
Johnny’s nails, began to shout. He was nervous. Johnny went
outside to look for his beloved dog. But, suddenly, he saw a car

approaching in the rain. Two people left the car, one dressed as a
joker and another one was a very small person with a knife.
In an instant, a third man who Johnny didn’t see put a sack in his
head and the rest of the men caught him. He felt absolutely
terrified and thought; what is happening here?
By surprise, he lost consciousness while listened in the
background the three man laughing and talking things that he
couldn’t understand…
All of a sudden, they heard a strong thunder sound, the three
man were scared and the beloved dog-wolf appeared to save
Johnny, the dog-wolf began to bark in the dark night, as in a
horror film that Johnny was afraid of… and his fears came true,
Johnny, who until then had been a man in his 40s, tall, ugly,
strong, with a mustache, with long hair, and who liked to be
dressed in narrow yellow trousers, white shirt, and red painted
nails, thought he needed to turn his life around.
He could only hear terrifying noises and shouts coming from
the three evil men, and for once in his life, he praid God to be safe
and go out of that hell. While he was praying, he saw his wolf dog
coming out of a hole and rescued him.
Johnny proposed to himself to find out what was happening.
He injected his dog´s blood and called his great-grandfather to
ask about wolfmen. Johnny, with the help of his great grandfather,
performed a blood test on his dog and discovered that his dog
was actually his brother. Johnny was anxious and nervous
because he should ask his mother about the results of the blood
test. Johnny’s mother told him that the results of the blood test
were true and that she was actually a witch. Suddenly, Johnny
heard a thunder and his mother disappeared in the darkness.
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